The TalkSystem has eliminated
language barriers across the USA.
When people understand each
other they work better together no
matter what the objective.

Our equipment is used in all 50
States and over 20 Countries by
Law Enforcement, Military, First
Responders, Hospitals, Schools,
Corporations, and Government
agencies.
"It's really important to us that
everyone is on the same page at the
same time. The TalkSystem allows
that because it's simultaneous, and
that saves us a lot of time!"
Kathy Gibson
Sycamores Family Resource Center, CA

The TalkSystem is ideal for any
situation requiring translation
services or voice silenced
communications:
• Community or town hall meetings
• Courtrooms and depositions
• Employee training or other job-related
situations
• Interviews and interrogations
• Swat or tactical situations requiring
discreet or silent voice communications
• High noise environments, airports,
sports events, concerts, factories

Every TalkSystem is backed
by a lifetime warranty

Communicate in any
Language
Simultaneously
CDs AND MONEY MARKETS

EQUITIES

BONDS AND FIXED INCOME

For a Limited Time All
TalkSystem Purchases Will
Include FREE Batteries and
Earphones!!
For a no obligation quote on a
TalkSystem visit:

WWW.TALKTECH.COM
or call 1.888.811.9944
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Have everyone hear your
message in their own language
as you are speaking.
Visit: www.talktech.com
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What Is The TalkSystem?
The TalkSystem consists of a unique,
patented microphone which is linked to
wireless transmitters and receivers to provide
voice silenced communication that is entirely
self-contained and portable.
The TalkSystem allows an interpreter to
simultaneously translate spoken words
without being heard by anyone except the
intended listener.
This system provides clear, quiet and
accurate communication between a speaker
and a multilingual group or audience without
distraction, interruption or misunderstanding.
Language Interpreter using
the portable Sylencer
translates in real time

How Does The
TalkSystem Work?
The translator speaks into a hand held device
called a Sylencer, a voice containment unit
housing a specialized microphone. The
Sylencer prevents anyone from overhearing
the interpreter's voice.
The Sylencer is connected to a small, wireless
transmitter which transmits to pocket size
receivers with attached earphones. The
listeners set the channel on the receiver to the
appropriate language and can then hear a
simultaneous translation of the speaker's
words as they are spoken.

How Long Does It TakeTo
Learn The TalkSystem?
There is no start-up time or learning curve to
consider. All that is needed is an interpreter.
This simultaneous language translation
system has eliminated the need for a soundproof booth. All component parts are
lightweight, portable and wireless, allowing the
speaker, listeners and translator to move
about freely.

Presenter

Multilingual audience
receives the information in
their own language

"The TalkSystem has truly opened
the door to City Hall for people who
may not speak English."
Victor Gordo
Council Member, City of Pasadena

Every listener hears your message in their
own language as you are speaking!
No more confusion or frustration because
everyone gets the same information at
the same time.

There is a dramatic reduction in the length
and cost of meetings because the
message only has to be delivered once.
Participation and involvement increase
because everyone feels included.

If some of the people who need to hear your
message don't understand the language you
speak, then you need the TalkSystem!
Visit: www.talktech.com
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